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Learning another language is easier when we are 
young, because at this age our brains respond to 
every new (A)stimulus. Some children even pick up 
two languages at once. But it becomes harder 
(B)___ age, and many adults find it is almost 
impossible (unless they live for a while in a country 
where the language is spoken). Some people do 
better than others, possibly (C)___ the 
language-processing areas of their brains are bigger.

1. (A)stimulus means closest to:

2. The best answer for (B) and (C), respectively, is: 

3. According to the above passage, __
 ① aged adults should not learn a foreign language. 
 ② the earlier you learn a foreign language, the better.
 ③ if you want to learn a foreign language, you 

should live in a country where the language is 
spoken. 

 ④ we need bigger brains to learn a foreign language. 

The woman at the center of President Park Geun-hye’s 
worst leadership crisis was jailed on Tuesday. Choi 
Soon-sil, a friend of Ms. Park’s and her secret adviser, 
was accused of (A)___ her influence to extort $69 
million from big businesses in the form of donations 
to two foundations she controlled. Ms. Choi tearfully 
presented herself to prosecutors. They questioned and 
decided to urgently (B)detain Ms. Choi and lock her 
away in custody. Such measures mean they believe 
there is enough evidence for criminal charges.

① at - because ② at - although

③ with - although ④ with - because

① dedication ② impulse

③ sacrifice ④ meditation

4. The best answer for (A)___ is:

5. Which is NOT mentioned or implied?
 ① Choi Soon-sil contributed $69 million to two foundations 

she controlled.
 ② Choi Soon-sil went to jail after she surrendered to 

prosecutors. 
 ③ Prosecutors seem to believe that they have enough proof 

for Choi Soon-sil’s criminal charges.
 ④ Choi Soon-sil is the key figure in President Park 

Geun-hye’s worst leadership crisis. 

6. (B)detain means closest to:

Bob Dylan said he would not attend the Nobel Prize 
ceremonies because of “pre-existing commitments.” In 
October, Mr. Dylan was (A)named as the recipient of the 
2016 Nobel Prize in Literature “for (B)having created new 
poetic expressions within the great American song tradition.” 
Mr. Dylan’s win divided the literary and music worlds. 
Some (C)questioned whether a musician should receive one 
of literature’s highest honors. For his part, Mr. Dylan 
remained (D)silently for two weeks after the announcement. 
Finally, the Nobel Academy announced that Mr. Dylan 
would not be (E)attending the ceremony.

7. Bob Dylan said he would not attend the Nobel Prize 
ceremonies because ___ 

 ① he had other promises to keep.
 ② he was not committed to the Nobel Prize.
 ③ a musician should not receive one of literature’s highest 

honors.
 ④ the music and literary worlds were divided.

① taking advantage of ② being exploited by
③ putting up with ④ keeping in touch with

① presume ② confine
③ torment ④ satisfy
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8. (A)named means closest to:

9. An ungrammatical expression is: 

These days, even 3-year-olds wear headphones, and many 
brands claim to be “safe for young ears.” But a new 
study has found that half of children’s headphones tested 
did not restrict volume as promised. The worst produced 
sound so loud (A)___ it could be hazardous to ears in 
minutes. Half of 8- to 12-year-olds listen to music daily, 
and nearly two-thirds of teenagers do. Safe listening 
depends on both volume and duration: the louder the 
sound, the (B)___ time you should listen to it. Even with 
headphones that effectively limit maximum sound, 
supervision is (C)crucial. If a parent is an arm’s length 
away, a child (D)___ headphones should still be able to 
hear a question when asked. If the child can’t hear the 
question, the noise is unsafe. 

10. The best answer for (A), (B) and (D), respectively, is: 
 ① that - little - wore
 ② that - less - wearing
 ③ which - little - wearing
 ④ which - less – wore

11. Based on the information in the passage, ____
 ① all the brands that claim to be safe for young ears 

did not restrict volume as promised. 
 ② more teenagers listen to music daily than 8- to 

12-year-olds.
 ③ parents should be able to speak as loud as their children 

can hear.
 ④ depending on both sound and duration, your children 

need headphones that effectively limit maximum 
sound.

① appreciated ② refuted
③ declined ④ confirmed

① (B) ② (C)
③ (D) ④ (E)

12. The best title for the passage would be:
 ① The Danger of Loud Noise 
 ② Volume-limiting Technology
 ③ Children Need Music
 ④ Safe Listening 

13. The word with OPPOSITE meaning to (C)crucial is: 

A time-lapse video of smog rolling into Beijing offers a 
harsh perspective of the (A)___ afflicting the Chinese 
capital in recent months. The video shows toxic smog 
descending on buildings, with nearby structures becoming 
almost (B)unrecognizable. While China has taken steps to 
reduce the burning of fossil fuels, Beijing’s weather 
patterns, vehicle exhaust and geographical position near 
mountains that trap emissions make progress (C)___.

14. The best answer for (A) is: 

15. (B)unrecognizable means closest to: 

16. The best answer for (C) is: 

① important ② decisive
③ petty ④ critical

① transportation ② pollution 
③ capitalism ④ development

① obscured ② forgotten
③ barren ④ discolored

① tough ② simple
③ convenient ④ disgusting

Stuck at your desk? A study found that frequent, brief 
walking breaks were more effective in improving 
well-being than a single, longer walk. There is growing 
evidence that long bouts of uninterrupted sitting can have 
undesirable physical and emotional consequences. Those 
who sit more than eight or nine hours daily, which for 
many of us describes a typical workday, are at 
heightened risk for diabetes, depression and obesity 
compared with (A)those who move more often. 
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17. (A)those refers to:

18. The passage is mostly about ____
 ① walking and health.
 ② ideal work contracts.
 ③ medical discovery.
 ④ well-being at work.

“Having a great time now?” she inquired. “Much 
better.” I turned again to my new (★)acquaintance.
(A) “I thought you knew. I’m afraid I’m not a very 

good host.”
(B) “I’m Gatsby,” he said suddenly.
(C) “This is an unusual party for me. I haven’t even 

seen the host. This man Gatsby sent over his 
chauffeur with an invitation.”

(D) “What!” I exclaimed. “Oh, I beg your pardon.”
(E) For a moment he looked at me as if he failed to 

understand.
(F) He smiled understandingly―much more than 

understandingly.

19. The correct order to make the most logical paragraph 
would be:

 ① B – A – E – C – F - D
 ② E – C – F – D – A - B
 ③ C – E – B – D – A - F
 ④ F – B – D – C – A – E

20. (★)acquaintance means closest to:

① consequences ② people
③ hours ④ bouts

① stranger ② associate

③ sweetheart ④ host

In North Korea, possessing unauthorized foreign 
information and media is a crime. Punishments range 
from hard labor in a political prison camp (A)___ 
the death penalty. Yet ordinary North Koreans 
consume foreign media (B)___ a rapid pace. A 
24-year-old defector from the North, who described 
herself (C)___ a foreign movie fanatic, said textbooks 
taught that South Koreans were naked and starving 
because they were so poor. But South Korean movies 
showed her the falsehoods of her teachers. Defector 
interviews and research about the North reveal a 
country undergoing social and political change. More 
North Koreans engage in illegal social activities and 
behavior, including mimicking Seoul-style ways of 
speaking and dressing to imitate South Korean 
celebrities. Political perceptions and attitudes toward 
the leadership also appear to be shifting. 
Dissatisfaction with the political system and distrust 
in the government seem on the rise. 

21. What is the most likely conclusion of the passage?
 ① We should sponsor information campaigns to sustain 

pressure for change within North Korea.
 ② We should be careful to prevent North Koreans 

from receiving hard labor or the death penalty.
 ③ We should use our media to teach North Korean 

defectors unbiased political perceptions.
 ④ We should demand that North Korea stop viewing 

the possession of foreign information as a crime. 

22. The best answer for (A), (B) and (C), respectively, is: 

23. Which is NOT mentioned or implied in the passage?
 ① Mimicking Seoul-style ways of speaking is illegal in North 

Korea. 
 ② More and more North Koreans are becoming skeptical 

about their government.
 ③ North Korea is undergoing a rapid change in political 

perceptions and attitudes toward its leadership.
 ④ North Koreans watch South Korean movies and learn that 

South Koreans are so poor.

① for – to – with ② to – at – as 

③ for – at – as ④ to – at – with 
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The wind came whooping out of the eastern 
darkness, driving dust before it. In minutes, Edward 
Anglesey was blinded. He crawled on all fours into 
the broken bits which were soil, hunched down and 
groped for his little device. The wind was an 
(A)idiot bassoon in his skull. Something whipped 
across his back, (B)drawing blood, a tree ripped up 
by the roots and shot a hundred miles. Lightning 
cracked, immensely far overhead where clouds 
boiled with night. 

24. What kind of writing is this passage most likely? 

25. (A)idiot bassoon means closest to:

26. (B)drawing blood means closest to:

Seeing David asleep alongside the spring, one said to his 
companion:
(A) “But what if he wakes up?” said the first.
(B) “Look, do you see that package under his head?”
(C) “This will take care of him,” he said.
(D) “Yes, perhaps he has a pocketbook or some money 

hidden inside of it,” said the other. “Or perhaps he 
has some money in one of his pockets.”

(E) His companion pulled out a long knife from his belt 
and pointed it at David.

27. The correct order to make the most logical paragraph 
would be:

 ① E – B – A – D - C
 ② B – C – D – A - E
 ③ B – E – C – A - D
 ④ B – D – A – E – C

① Drama ② Guidebook

③ Poetry ④ Fiction

① terrible music ② mental problems

③ natural noise ④ foolish nature

① some horrible art ② damaged tree roots

③ whatever hit him ④ whatever he hit

The Ministry of Plenty’s forecast had estimated the 
output of boots at a hundred and forty-five million 
pairs. The actual output was given as sixty-two 
million. Winston, however, in rewriting the forecast, 
marked the figure down to fifty-seven million, so as 
to allow for the usual claim that the quota had been 
overfilled. In any case, sixty-two million was no 
nearer the truth than fifty-seven million, or than a 
hundred and forty-five million. Very likely no boots 
had been produced at all. Likelier still, nobody knew 
how many had been produced, much less cared. All 
one knew was that, year after year, (A)astronomical 
numbers of boots were produced on paper, while 
perhaps half the population of Oceania went barefoot. 

28. Why did the numbers of pairs of boots change so 
much?

29. Winston wanted to give the impression of ___

30. (A)astronomical means closest to:

The blood of our comrades mingled with our sweat 
and soaked into our clothes. We left, stunned by 
exhaustion and despair. We threw our last remaining 
energy into each retreat, not in the hope of saving 
our lives, but with the (A)feverish desire to participate 
in the next day’s battle. We wanted to live so that 
we might again fire on the enemy, watch the bodies 
fall and blood pour out . . . to pay them back. 

① Mistakes ② Fantasies

③ Falsehoods ④ Production

① microscopic ② fantastic

③ gigantic ④ unbelievable 

① progress made. ② variety offered.

③ failed goals. ④ numbers cut.
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31. The writer wanted most to ___

32. (A)feverish means closest to:

33. This passage is mostly about     

You can be doing your job (A)extraordinarily well, 
but if what you are working on does not matter to 
your boss, you will actually be sabotaging your 
career. However, if you do the one or two things 
that are most (B)___ to your boss, those actions 
that generate the highest levels of “customer 
satisfaction” in his eyes, this alone can advance 
your career faster than anything else you could do. 

34. (A)extraordinarily means closest to:

35. The best answer for (B)___ is:

36. The writer advises us to ___
 ① work toward our goals.
 ② maximize customer satisfaction.
 ③ meet our supervisor’s needs.
 ④ sabotage our boss’s career. 

① end the struggle. ② get revenge.

③ survive fighting. ④ do his duty.

① committed ② sickly

③ intense ④ dying

① crime. ② combat.

③ survival. ④ adventure.

① acceptable ② disgusting

③ visible ④ important

① mostly ② hardly

③ greatly ④ seemingly

37. This passage is mostly about ___ 

38. (A)jewels means closest to:

We normally think that we have five senses: sight, 
hearing, taste, smell, and touch. But we also feel 
things that do not seem related to a particular sense.  
They are like an awareness of your body. Most of 
these sensations affect your (A)unconscious mind, but 
that doesn’t make them unimportant. Without your 
sense of balance, for example, you could not stand 
upright. 

39. (A)unconscious means closest to:

40. The writer suggests that ___
 ① we feel what we cannot sense.
 ② we sense what we cannot feel.
 ③ we have a sixth sense.
 ④ we really have just five senses.

It rained for a day and a night and for half the 
next day, and when the sun came out it rained 
again, upward; it rained light from the heavy 
(A)jewels which lay on the rich new green. Some 
jewels shrank and some fell, and then the earth in a 
voice of softness, and leaves in a voice of texture, 
and flowers speaking in color, were grateful.

① biology. ② mythology.

③ geography. ④ meteorology.

① wealth ② stones

③ rain ④ flowers

① unintentional ② unmentioned

③ unthoughtful ④ unnoticed
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